Flex Databases Modules Overview
Flex Databases is a company that provides e-solutions for clinical trials. Software provided by Flex
Databases makes the entire clinical trials process and the management of pharma, biotech and
CRO seamless and controlled. It means more effective information processing, data management
that saves you time, flawless report generation and capabilities plus KPI tracking.
Unlike the majority of similar environments on the market, the Flex Databases platform is completely
customizable and can be adapted to meet even the most specific needs. Our wide array of built in
modules are designed to address each step of the Research and Development process and give
our clients an edge in streamlining their workflow. Flex Databases is a reliable IT vendor that is agile
and provides constant client support with our unique understanding of the market and an
unwavering focus on quality.

We offer a unique platform which allows you to combine the traditionally separated procedures
associated with clinical trials management (CTMS, TMF, EDC&IWRS) with the functionality to run
internal pharma companies and CRO processes as well as the capability to manage financial data,
invoicing and expenses. Every module developed by Flex Databases is tested, validated and 21 CFR
Part 11 compliant.
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Expense Reporting
Manage

your

project

related

expenses

effectively. Avoid belated payments with
highly

customizable

and

comprehensive

Expense Reporting Module.

Main Features and Advantages


Project-based expense management



The project list from the Project
Management Module is used; no need to
manually set up projects on the system



Automatic management of exchange
rates and foreign currency expenses from
external websites such as oanda.com
without user intervention



Expense tracking by item



Data upload from client's banking systems



Combined receipts scanning. Upload and
attach receipt images made on mobile
devices or scanners.



When multiple receipts are scanned on
one sheet, the module allows to easily
extract separate images



Approval process, reporting and
automated alerts fully customizable
according to your organization's
processes



Possibility to create complicated approval
workflow



Export to financial software



Integration with all common accounting
packages, allowing to feed the data
straight into your organization's finance
department for payment processing



Cash management



Office expenses



Out-of-box report

Fast, flexible and accurate expense calculation and analysis.
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